
Apex Spectral Technology, Inc.

Presents

An AVO plus ADF® Prediction for 

an Eocene age Yegua Marine Sandstone Prospect 

drilled in South Louisiana in 2014



Introduction

 The following slides show the pre-drill AVO plus ADF® prediction for an 
onshore Gulf Coast USA prospect at about 13,000. 

 The targeted reservoirs are abnormally pressured Eocene age marine 
turbidite sandstones in the Yegua formation. 

 The prospect was drilled based on being a large size structural trap with a 
reasonably good Class III AVO DHI at 13,000’ depth in the oil prone South 
Louisiana Yegua trend.  

 Apex correctly predicted that it would be a non-commercial well (in written 
communication to clients interested in the well) months in advance of 
drilling the prospect. 
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AVO Support for the Prospect
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N-S Arbitrary Line – Full Stack Amplitude

Reasonably classic onshore Gulf 

Coast full stack Trough/Peak Class III 

Amplitude DHI 
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NS

Yellow troughs represent a drop in acoustic impedance.



Near Stack AVO

Relatively weak amplitude on near stack 
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Far Stack AVO

Strong amplitude on far stack 

including brightening up dip 
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Prospect ADF® Analysis
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ADF® DHI Section

Lack of ADF® indicated that 

this prospect would be non-commercial.
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Prospect Drilling Well Result

68’ non-commercial tight shaly gas sand 
38’ non-commercial tight 

shaly gas sand
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November 2014 Yegua Dry Hole Predicted by ADF® to be non-commercial, 

which proved to be correct as the sands were tight, shaly and non-commercial.
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Conclusion

Both AVO and ADF® were correct.  AVO correctly predicted the fluid type 

to be gas. ADF® correctly predicted the reservoir would be non-

commercial, which in this case was due to the sand having high shale 

content.   Alternatively, the sand could have been thin or very fine grained 

and tight.  Any of these would have fit with a non-dispersive layer as 

indicated by the lack of ADF®. 

The use of ADF® to screen out the drilling of this large prospect in a 

structural trap with bright amplitude and AVO support would have 

prevented the drilling of a $4,000,000 dollar dry hole.  
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Please visit us at:

www.apexspectral.com

The End
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http://www.apexspectral.com

